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The lyrics of the song were written by Javed Bashir and composed by Nadeem Jadoon. The first ever
video of the song was released on YouTube by Umerji on 2 July 2012. Singer Runveer Singh performed
the song in the Hindi movie 'Koi Nahi' and it was sung by Javed Bashir. In 2015, Priti Sapru has revealed
that she has recorded a duet with Javed Bashir on The Journey of a Sikh. Click Here for more Information
about Video Song by Javed Bashir and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. Contact us: songs by Javed Bashir on
Musicfans in new version. This update improves the FLAC version of the songs and is set as the default
version on. Play Download/MP3/FLAC songs by Javed Bashir on MP3/FLAC Only on Musicfans.com..
music by Javed Bashir is available for sale under license. Many songs have been transferred to the larger
music store. The songs. Javed Bashir – Mere Man Ki Baat Baat - Songs of War (1995) - Download as MP3 ·
Mixcloud Follow on Mixcloud. Javed Bashir and Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan, three years after the release of
the live album Udar (1997), recorded an album of special songs. In the style of their previous live albums,
Javed Bashir sings new compositions in collaboration with Shafqat Amanat Ali Khan. The original version
is an album entitled Mashal (2000), but the version sold in stores and on the official web site is called The
Journey of a Sikh (2002). Javed Bashir on Twitter, on Google, and on Facebook... An elderly orphan is
given a puppy when she dies. She goes to Heaven and meets God who shows the puppy to her. Some days
later, the puppy goes missing, and the girl starts grieving. The girl finally tells God about her puppy. God
says "Why didn't you mention this before?". November 03, 2015 · Buy Jazz (Widescreen) Full Album
(Amazon Gift Card Holder) by Javed Bashir (Folk Music) – Amazon Music Javed Bashir – Soldier (1995)
mp3 quality: 320 kbps. Sound quality, a very nice sound, music is the best I have got for a long time. I
recommended it to all my musical friends.
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